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Figure 1. 3D room layout recovery results. The first column shows the predicted boundaries (the ceiling and floor boundaries in green,
and the wall-wall boundary in blue) and surface normal (Manhattan surface in blue and non-Manhattan surface in yellow) by our method.
The second and third columns are the final room layouts and the generated 3D models. Qualitative comparisons against two competing
methods under the floor plan view are shown in the last column. HorizonNet [37] fails in non-Manhattan layouts and AtlantaNet [28] fails
in Manhattan layouts with occlusions. Only our method is capable of generalizing across Manhattan and non-Manhattan layouts.

Abstract
Recent 3D room layout recovery approaches mostly concentrate on Manhattan layouts, where the vertical walls are
orthogonal with respect to each other, even though there
are many rooms with non-Manhattan layouts in the real
world. This paper presents a room layout recovery method
generalizing across Manhattan and non-Manhattan worlds.
Without introducing additional supervision, we extend current Manhattan layout recovery methods by predicting an
extra surface normal feature, which is further used for an
adaptive post-processing to reconstruct layouts of arbitrary
shapes. Experimental results show that our method has a

great improvement on non-Manhattan layouts while being capable of generalizing across Manhattan and nonManhattan layouts.

1. Introduction
The room layout recovery is a lightweight indoor 3D reconstruction [21, 30] technology which aims to predict the
indoor 3D geometric structure from images. It plays an
important role in many indoor scene understanding applications, such as virtual tour roaming [29], floor plan reconstruction [9] and navigation guidance [20]. The methods [2, 11, 28, 37, 44–46, 51, 57] in recent years address the
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Figure 2. The network architecture. The network takes a 360° panorama as the input and passes it to a ResNet [14]. Then the pyramid
features are compressed and concatenated to generate the initial horizontal feature. A feature refinement block is followed for further
feature extraction. Our network jointly predicts the ceiling boundary Yc, the floor boundary Yf, the wall-wall existence Cw and the wall
surface normal N.

room layout recovery problem from a single panorama image, which captures the complete 360° FOVs of the environment.
In room layout recovery research, a room is assumed to
be an Atlanta world [34] layout with a horizontal floor, ceiling and vertical walls. It is further divided into Manhattan [3] and non-Manhattan world layouts based on whether
the vertical walls are orthogonal with respect to each other.
Previous works [11, 37, 46, 57] mostly concentrate on
Manhattan layouts. Relying on the strong Manhattan assumption [3], they can provide excellent accuracy for the
simplest Manhattan layout, the cuboid (with 4 walls), as
well as more complex general Manhattan layouts such as
“L”-shape and “T”-shape. The Manhattan assumption is
great, but it fails once encountering non-Manhattan layouts.
The non-Manhattan room layout recovery is a challenging topic due to its complexity and the lack of nonManhattan datasets. A few researchers [2, 28] try to learn
non-Manhattan features from the rare non-Manhattan data
picked out from the public datasets, and they remove the
strict Manhattan constraints in the post-processing and approximate a simple polygon as the room layout, which relaxes the Manhattan constraints to arbitrary layouts, but this
method introduces problems such as: (1) it’s impossible to
recover the occluded areas and refine the right-angle structures, and (2) there are many false alarms for walls recovery
in the final room layout.
The motivation of this work stems from the idea that if
a room is known to be Manhattan or non-Manhattan layout, then the corresponding post-processing can be applied.
The layout type can be obtained indirectly through the surface normal of the walls. This paper presents a new room
layout recovery method that generalizes across Manhattan
and non-Manhattan worlds. The contribution of this work
includes:
1). Without introducing additional supervision, we extend
current Manhattan room layout recovery methods to the Atlanta world.
2). Our network not only estimates regular layout elements
like the ceiling, floor, and wall-wall boundaries, but also

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. (a) is the ceiling boundary Yc projected floor plan on
the ceiling plane; (b), (c) and (d) are the generated floor plans
by Manhattan assumption based post-processing, non-Manhattan
post-processing and our adaptive post-processing methods. For the
input panorama in Figure 2, apparently (d) is correct. Boundaries
and points added by post-processing are shown in green, and nonManhattan boundaries are shown in yellow.

estimates additional surface normals to indicate the rough
structure of the room, such as which walls are Manhattan
or non-Manhattan surfaces (see Figure 2), which are further
used in an adaptive post-processing to reconstruct the layout
of arbitrary shapes (see Figure 3d).
3). Different from the traditional pixel-wise surface normal, our model predict column-wise surface normal of the
walls. The surface normal is encoded as 1D representations,
then learned together with the ceiling, floor, and wall-wall
boundaries in a single network.
4). The experimental results demonstrate that our method
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has a great improvement (a boost of 21.0% in 2D IoU and
21.37% in 3D IoU than the state-of-the-art AtlantaNet [28])
on non-Manhattan layouts while being capable of generalizing across Manhattan and non-Manhattan layouts.

2. Related works
Room layout recovery is an active research topic in both
computer vision and computer graphics fields. Various
works have been proposed in recent years which differ in
the inputs (perspective images or 360° panoramas), features
(edge-based, corner-based or hybrid) and methods (traditional image processing or deep learning).
In terms of the input images, some methods target at
estimating the room layout from a single-view perspective
image. The typical pipeline is to generate a set of layout
hypotheses from the extracted features such as: line segments [15, 25, 31], semantic segmentation [17, 18], and volumetric reasoning [24], and apply iterative optimization or
voting to rank, so the top ranked layout is selected. Then
the great success of deep networks motivates the wide application of deep learning features in room layout restoration tasks. Mallya et al. [27] and Ren et al. [33] predict the
informative edges separating the geometric classes (walls,
the floor and the ceiling) with FCN-based models. [50, 53]
follow this scheme but exploit more effective features to
improve the prediction quality. Dasgupta et al. [5] estimate labels for each of the surfaces of the room instead of
edge maps. [12] exploits the combination of geometry line
segments and the deep learning edge map. Later, RoomNet [23] proposes a new pipeline which extracts a set of
room layout keypoints with an end-to-end encoder-decoder
network and connects the keypoints in a specific order.
Recently, with the increasing popularity of 360° cameras, many computer vision tasks, such as object classification [8], detection [13, 47], depth estimation [42] and
image enhancement [52], etc., operate on panoramic images which covers the complete 360° FOVs of the environment. PanoContext [51] firstly proposes to estimate the layout from a 360° panorama while inherits the earlier pipeline
of vanishing point estimation, room layout hypothesis generation and room layout sampling based on Geometric Context (GC) [18], Orientation Map (OM) [15] and the objects
in the room. Pano2CAD [44] follows this pipeline and combines surface normal estimation. Yang et al. [36] recover the
3D room shape from a collection of partially oriented super
pixel facets and line segments. Beside geometric cues, [48]
adds semantic cues (saliency and object detection maps) to
enrich image features. All these works extract image features from a set of projected perspective images instead of
the original panoramas.
LayoutNet [57] is the first work to learn the layout features directly on a single RGB panorama together with the
Manhatan line map. The encoder -decoder network jointly

predicts the dense corner and boundary probability maps.
[11] uses a deeper encoder ResNet-50 [14] to extract better low-level features. [33] extends the input to the combination of panorama and a perspective celling-view image
and the input of AtlantaNet [28] is the combination of the
projected floor and ceiling views. All the above methods
exploit CNNs as the feature extractor, while [10] applies
EquiConvs, a convolution applied directly on the spherical
projection, therefore invariant to the distortions in panorama
images. Unlike the traditional dense prediction on the 2D
image in [11, 33, 57], [6, 19, 37] extract layout elements on
each image column, so that the room layout is encoded as
several 1D vectors. This kind of per-column modality is
shown to be effective for improving the room layout recovery performance [58], and latter works [2, 32, 38, 43]
all inherit this idea. Most recent papers [7, 38, 49] focus on multi-task collaborative optimization which offers
redundant and complementary information from different
perspectives. HoHoNet [38] models the layout structure,
dense depth and semantic segmentation in one framework
and employs multi-head self-attention [40] to run faster
and improve accuracy. [49] first predicts the coarse depth
and semantic segmentation to enforce the layout depth estimation, then uses the layout depth to recover the 3D layout. [56] relies on spherical coordinate localization using
geodesic heatmaps and directly infers Manhattan-aligned
outputs without any post-processing.
The main limitation of the existing methods [11, 33, 37,
49, 57, 58] is their heavy reliance on the powerful Manhattan assumption. They often fail once encountering nonManhattan layouts. In order to relax this geometric constraint, [10] extracts layout corners from the corner map
directly, but requires that all the corners are visible. [2] focuses on refining the visible layouts by detecting the discontinuity from the predicted boundaries and post-processing
the discontinuity on 2D panoramic image and 3D layout respectively. AtlantaNet [28] considers the largest connected
region of the ceiling segmentation mask resulting from the
network as the room shape. These methods can handle
non-Manhattan cases, but lacks accuracy on the rectangular corners because they do not assume any perpendicularity between walls. Many works [2, 33, 58] propose to relax
Manhattan constrains to the general layouts in their future
works, and they all mention the need to introduce additional
information or predict the layout from multiple views.

3. Approach
This paper presents a room layout recovery method generalizing across Manhattan and non-Manhattan worlds.
Without introducing additional supervision, we extend current Manhattan layout recovery methods by predicting an
extra surface normal feature, which is further used in an
adaptive post-processing to handle the reconstruction of the
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layout of arbitrary shapes.

3.1. Surface normal representation
In three dimensions, the surface normal, to a surface at
one point is a vector perpendicular to the tangent plane of
the surface at the point. Surface normals are difficult to collect and annotate, generally calculated from the depth [26]
information. For the layout recovery problem, we don’t
need the surface normal at each point, and what we care
is just the surface normal of walls. We propose to calculate the surface normal ground truth from the layout corner
annotations, which reduces time-consuming and labor intensive surface normal labeling work.
Specifically, we project walls’ surfaces to the ceiling (or
floor) plane, then each wall surface is represented as a line,
and the camera center is the origin of the coordinate system as shown in Figure 4b and 4d. Then the problem of
predicting 3D normal of wall surfaces is transformed into
the problem of predicting 2D normal of the projected wall
lines.
In Figure 4, points A, B, . . . G are the ceiling ground
truth corners, and A′ , B ′ , . . . G′ are their projected points on
the ceiling plane. Given the projected points A′ (xa′ , ya′ )
−−−→
and B ′ (xb′ , yb′ ), the normal of wall A′ B ′ is expressed as


yb′ − ya′ − (xb′ − xa′ ) 
N−−′−→′ =  −−−→ ,
−−′−→′
AB
A′ B ′
AB
and the angle between the normal vector and the X axis (in
Figure 4b and 4d) can always be calculated. The surface
normal for the wall AB on the panorama is equal to N−−′−→′ .
AB

3.2. 1D representations
As Figure 2 shows, we predict 3 layout elements (the
ceiling boundary, floor boundary, wall-wall boundary probability) and an additional surface normal for each input
panorama. Generally, the layout elements are encoded as
three parameters: Yc, Yf and Cw, which represents the position of the ceiling and floor boundaries, and the existence of
wall-wall boundary for each image column. This kind of 1D
representations (also called horizontal features) have shown
successes in room layout recovery problem [6, 19, 37]. To
learn room layout features and the surface normal jointly,
the walls surface normal is encoded column by column, and
the surface normal for each image column is represented as
two 1D representations N(nx, ny). Yc, Yf, Cw, nx and ny
vectors each are with shape 1xW.

3.3. Framework
Figure 2 shows an overview of our network. The input is
a RGB panorama with shape of 3×H×W. Following the basic architecture of extracting horizontal features in [37, 38],

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. (a) and (c) are two panoramas, and (c) is the result of
(a) after alignment. The blue boundaries are room layout ground
truths, and A, B, . . . G are ceiling corners. (b) and (d) are the
ceiling boundaries in (a) and (c) projected floor plans on the ceiling
plane.

the backbone of our network is a ResNet50 with four blocks
which extracts features from the input panorama on four
different scales. For each feature from the backbone’s pyramid, a sequence of convolution layers is applied to gradually compress the height to one and upsample the spatial
width to W/4. Then the resulting features are concatenated
along channel to the shape of W×1×W/4.
Because any layout corner can be inferred from the positions of other corners, bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM)
[16, 35] is adopted to further capture the global feature and
long-term dependencies from the horizontal features. And
considering the computational and time cost, our LSTM
predicts Yc, Yf, Cw, nx and ny for every four columns, resulting in a 5x4 matrix.
In this work, L1 loss is applied to the regression of Yc,
Yf, nx and ny, while for Cw, the binary cross entropy loss is
used. The losses are equally weighted.

3.4. Adaptive post-processing
The success of Manhattan room layout recovery benefits
a lot from the Manhattan assumption based post-processing.
Figure 3a shows the ceiling boundary projected floor plan
on the ceiling plane. Assuming adjacent walls to be perpendicular to each other, the Manhattan post-processing adjusts the walls positions slightly and predicts the hidden
corners (see Figure 3b). For non-Manhattan layout, the
post-processing method [28] is to approximate a polygon
from the projected floor plan as the room shape (see Figure
3c). Apparently, the above post-processing methods are in-
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effective for the panoramas with both Manhattan and nonManhattan surfaces. Manhattan surfaces need to be optimized to right-angle structures but non-Manhattan surfaces
don’t. In this work, we predict an additional information,
the walls surface normal, which indicates the rough structure of the room, such as which walls are Manhattan or
non-Manhattan surfaces, then the adaptive post-processing
strategies are applied to different surfaces.
The first step of our adaptive post-processing is to find
the wall-wall boundary candidates A, B, . . . , I. As Figure
2 shows, the predicted wall-wall probability Cw is a line
with many peaks and troughs, and each peak corresponds to
a wall-wall boundary. Secondly, calculate the surface normal of each wall surface. The network predicts the surface
normal for each wall column, then the surface normal is expressed as an angle relative to the X axis. Given the angle
of each wall column, we can calculate the average angles
of wall surfaces AB, BC, . . . , HI and IA. For the input
panorama in Figure 2, the average angles of wall surfaces
AB, BC, CD, EF, GH, HI and IA are 6°, 0°, 267°, 273°,
264°, 181° and 92° respectively. These 7 walls are almost
perpendicular or parallel to X axis, and they are Manhattan
surfaces. The average angles of wall surfaces DE and F G
are 323° and 216°, and they are non-Manhattan surfaces.
In this paper, the angle threshold for Manhattan surface is
±10°. Thirdly, we project the ceiling boundary Yc, wallwall boundary candidates A, B, . . . , I and surface normal
to the ceiling plane as Figure 3a shows. Finally, the Manhattan assumption based post-processing is applied to Manhattan surfaces, so that the occluded corner P 1′ is predicted.
For non-Manhattan surfaces D′ E ′ and F ′ G′ , we adopt the
projected results directly. Figure 3d shows the floor plan
result after our adaptive post-processing. Finally, the room
height is calculated by averaging over the predicted ceiling
and floor positions in each column.

4. Experiments
The input panoramas are of the size of 3×512×1024 and
pre-processed by the panoramic image alignment algorithm
mentioned in [57], so that whether a wall is Manhattan or
non-Manhattan surface is directly determined by the predicted surface normal and angle. The network is trained
with Adam optimizer [22] on one Nvidia GeForce Titan
X GPU for 400 epochs with batch size 8 and learning rate
0.0004. The data augmentation techniques in [37] are also
adopted to our layout elements and the surface normal.

4.1. Datasets
Most of the public room layout datasets are Manhattan
datasets, such as PanoContext [51], Stanford 2d-3d [57],
Realtor360 [10] and MatterportLayout [58]. In this paper,
we evaluate the Manhattan room layout recovery performance on PanoContext and Standford 2d-3d datasets, and

follow the dataset split (train, valid and test) adopted by
LayoutNet [57], DulaNet [46] and HorizonNet [37].
Non-Manhattan datasets are difficult to collect and many
non-Manhattan data are blendered by the synthetic technology. Structured3D [55] is a synthetic dataset including panoramas with mostly Manhattan layouts, and a small
amount of non-Manhattan layouts. AtlantaLayout [28] is
a small non-Manhatttan dataset with a hundred panoramas selected from Matterport3D [1] and Structured3D [55]
datasets.
To train a model generalizing across Manhattan and
non-Manhattan worlds with no bias, we organize the
Strd3D non M dataset, providing 939 training, 75 validation, and 75 test panoramas, which is a subset of Structured3D [55] dataset. Unlike the mostly Manhattan layouts
in public datasets, Strd3D non M has a balanced quantity
distribution of the most common real world layouts (cuboid,
general Manhattan and non-Manhattan).
The synthetic data does alleviate the problem of insufficient real world data. However its photo-realism is far
inferior from the real world data. To evaluate the layout
recovery performance and generalization ability of different methods on the real world non-Manhattan layouts, we
collect a RealWorldNonManhattan dataset consisting of 52
panoramas with Ricoh Theta V camera.

4.2. Evaluation metrics
Following Zou et al. [58], we evaluate the room layout
recovery performance with six standard metrics, 2D IoU,
3D IoU, CE (Corner Error), PE (Pixel Error), RMSE and
δ1. However, these metrics do not take into account the
false alarm results of walls recovery in the generated layouts. These walls do not seem to affect the room shape
too much but affect the original room structure (they don’t
belong to the room). So three new metrics, Junction, Wireframe and Plane, are introduced in General Room Layout
Estimation Competition [54], and used to calculate the Fmeasure of the predicted corners, lines and planes.

4.3. Non-Manhattan results
We compare the non-Manhattan performance of our
method and the state-of-the-art non-Manhattan method AtlantaNet [28]. The lack of training code for AtlantaNet prevents it from being retrained, so we evaluate AtlantaNet (a
pre-trained model provided in its project page [4] which
is trained on MatterportLayout [58] cleaned Manhattan
dataset and fine-tuned on AtlantaLayout [28] training set)
and our model (trained on Strd3D non M) on AtlantaLayout dataset. The results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 5.
The AtlantaLayout dataset is rather small, so we put the test
and valid sets together as the evaluation set here. The layout
labels with serious errors have been corrected and the new
labels will be open to public.
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AtlantaLayout

Method
AtlantaNet [28]
Ours

Junction

Wireframe

Plane

0.40
0.42

0.18
0.22

0.54
0.82

2D
IoU
69.37
69.93

3D
IoU
64.92
63.53

Junction
0.32
0.41

RealWorldNonManhattan
2D
Wireframe Plane
IoU
0.12
0.52
64.18
0.25
0.75
85.18

3D
IoU
59.60
80.97

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation of AtlantaNet [28] and our model on the AtlantaLayout [28] and RealWorldNonManhattan dataset.

Figure 5. Qualitative results and comparison of our method and AtlantaNet [28] on the AtlantaLayout [28] (the first two rows) and
RealWorldNonManhattan (the third to the last row) datasets. The results of our method are shown in blue boundaries and AtlantaNet [28]
are shown in red boundaries.
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Method
HorizonNet [37]
AtlantaNet [28]
Ours

2D
IoU
92.78
60.65
91.95

Manhattan
3D
RMSE
IoU
91.28
0.08
56.58
0.52
90.41
0.09

δ1
0.99
0.71
0.98

2D
IoU
90.8
62.14
94.24

Non-Manhattan
3D
RMSE
IoU
89.95
0.12
59.4
0.52
93.56
0.06

δ1
0.94
0.76
0.98

2D
IoU
92.1
60.98
92.69

Overall
3D
RMSE
IoU
90.81
0.09
57.4
0.52
91.42
0.08

δ1
0.97
0.72
0.98

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation of HorizonNet [37], AtlantaNet [28] and our method on Manhattan and non-Manhattan layouts. Our
method and HorizonNet [37] are trained on Strd3D non M, and AtlantaNet [28] model is from its project page.

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison. The first column shows the layout recovery results of our approach (blue), HorizonNet [37] (green) and
AtlantaNet [28] (red). The second column shows the comparison under the floor plan view. The typical problems of AtlantaNet [28] and
1 false alarm results of the walls recovery; ⃝:
2 small structures; ⃝:
3 occluded areas; ⃝:
4 non-Manhattan
HorizonNet [37] are pointed out. ⃝:
areas. Repeated problems are pointed out only once.
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Besides, we compare the generalization abilities of AtlantaNet [28] and our method on the RealWorldNonManhattan dataset. The qualitative and quantitative comparisons
are shown in Table 1 and Figure 5.
Basically, AtlantaNet [28] is supposed to have an advantage over us in these comparisons. Our model is trained on
the synthetic dataset Strd3D non M. AtlantaNet’s training
data comes from the real world datasets (MatterportLayout [58] and AtlantaLayout [28]). For AtlantaNet, there is
no domain gap between the training and evaluation data.
However, from Table 1, we find that: (1) the layout recovery accuracy of our method is significant higher than
AtlantaNet [28]; (2) the Junction by our method is better than AtlantaNet [28], which means there is less false
alarm walls in our results. The qualitative results in Figure
5 also support that our method has a great improvement
on non-Manhattan layouts and generalizes to the real
world data better.

4.4. Generalization across Manhattan and nonManhattan worlds
We evaluate our method, HorizonNet [37] (the best Manhattan layout recovery method) and AtlantaNet [28] on
Strd3D non M test set, which includes both Manhattan and
non-Manhattan layouts. Our method and HorizonNet [37]
are trained on Strd3D non M, and AtlantaNet [28] model is
from its project page.
We provide a quantitative comparison in Table 2. The results demonstrate that: (1) our method achieves better accuracy on non-Manhattan layouts and gets a boost of 0.59% in
2D IoU and 0.61% in 3D IoU overall, indicating that it generalizes across Manhattan and non-Manhattan worlds very
well; (2) the Manhattan layout recovery accuracy of our
method is aligned with the state-of-the-art HorizonNet [37],
and (3) our method outperforms AtlantaNet [28] by a large
margin. The qualitative comparison is shown in Figure 6.
As discussed previously, two obvious problems of our competing method AtlantaNet [28] are (1) false alarm results
of walls recovery, and (2) incapability of recovering small
structures and occluded areas. Apparently, the Manhattan
layout recovery method HorizonNet [37] is not applicable
to non-Manhattan cases. Our method is the only way to
tackle these problems.

4.5. Manhattan results
Manhattan layout recovery is a relatively simpler task
than non-Manhattan. Various works concentrate on the
most common cuboid layout and all of them including our
method provide good results on PanoContext [51] + Stanford 2d-3d [57] dataset. The detailed performance is presented in Table.3. Our method ranks best in CE and PE,
while second in 3D IoU, which shows that it is capable of
handling Manhattan layouts as the state-of-the-art methods.

Method
LayoutNet [57]
DulaNet [46]
HorizonNet [37]
Ours

CE (%)
0.83
0.67
0.69
0.67

PE (%)
2.59
2.48
2.27
2.21

3D Iou (%)
82.66
86.60
82.66
82.75

Table 3. Cuboid layout performance. All methods are trained and
evaluated on the PanoContext [51] + Stanford 2d-3d [57] dataset.
Our method is aligned with the performance of the state-of-the-art
methods.

5. Conclusions
This work introduces a room layout recovery method
generalizing across Manhattan and non-Manhattan worlds.
Without introducing additional supervision, we extend current Manhattan layout recovery methods to Atlanta world
by predicting an extra surface normal feature, which is further used in the adaptive post-processing to handle the reconstruction of the lay-out of arbitrary shapes. Our experimental results clearly demonstrate that our method has great
improvement on non-Manhattan layouts while being capable of generalizing across Manhattan and non-Manhattan
layouts.
In the future, we will continue to try more advanced technologies such as Transformer [41] and semi-supervision
[39], and extend our method to more complicated layouts
like curved wall, curved ceiling, and even arbitrary geometric shapes.
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